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The Flag and Senator Byrd
Randall Tremba
In honor of Senator Robert C. Byrd on the first anniversary of his death
(November 20, 1917–June 28, 2010)

J

uly Fourth will soon be here. American flags will
wave all across the nation. Flags will hang from
poles, windows, bridges, and cranes. Flags will hang
in many churches—but not in all. And for good reasons.
Even though Americans love the flag and the
republic for which it stands, we can love something
more. We can love the vision and possibility of “the
peaceable kingdom,” the world and all its people and
nations as one family.
Yes, we love our country and its flag, as we love
our parents, grandparents, children, and grandchildren.
But we must not worship our children, parents, or
country. And therein lies a tricky trap.
Thirteen years ago, on Friday, September 11,
1998, in one of the biggest surprises of my life, Sen.
Robert C. Byrd invited me to sit with him on the
sofa in his office. He wanted to hear my views on the
proposed constitutional amendment that would make
burning or desecrating the flag a criminal offense. The
so-called flag-burning amendment was coming before
Congress yet again.
On the surface the amendment sounds patriotic,
but it actually undermines one of our greatest freedoms: freedom of speech, including dissent against
the government. Most senators do not want such an
amendment to the Constitution, but they are afraid to
vote against it. Imagine what an opponent could do in
a televised sound bite with a vote against “protecting
the American flag.”
In 1998 Senator Byrd was considered the “swing
vote” on this amendment, and for the first time he was
leaning toward supporting it, in part, because so many
ministers in West Virginia had urged him to vote for it
in the name of “God and country.” The American Civil
Liberties Union contacted me to provide the senator
with “an alternative Christian perspective.” Tom
Moses and Dave Ricks, two decorated veterans of
World War II, had volunteered to go as well.
Tom and Dave strongly opposed the amendment.
They had fought and risked their lives, they said, to
protect our freedoms, including the right to burn our
country’s flag. We met with Byrd’s staff for an hour
and then were invited to meet the senator himself,
something we had not expected.
As we entered the senator’s main office, he was
just leaving. But once he learned that we were West
Virginians, and two World War II veterans at that, he
stopped in his tracks and ordered his photographer to
take a picture of us with him.
Tom and Dave quickly stepped up beside the
senator. I held my ground. The senator motioned for
me to get in the picture. I declined. My refusal
disturbed the senator—and it showed.
Why won’t you get in this picture?
With all due respect, Senator, I am a minister
of the church and not your chaplain.

I had in mind Billy Graham and how he had
compromised his ministry and integrity by appearing
too chummy with Nixon and other presidents. Not that
I’m Billy Graham or that Byrd was Nixon. Not even
close! But you get the idea.
Anyway, my refusal really peeved Senator Byrd.
Look, he said, I don’t care if you are a minister. You
are one of my constituents and I want you in this
picture. At that point I realized this was making a
scene totally unrelated to the purpose of our visit. So I
relented and got in the picture.
Well, as it turned out, my brief resistance aroused
the senator’s curiosity. Although he was late for a
meeting, he asked us to sit down and explain our
views. When my turn came I acknowledged the
senator’s deep respect for the Constitution, the flag,
and the Bible. I mentioned that if burning a flag
desecrated it then somehow it had been made sacred.
And since the second commandment forbids us to
make idols of anything, we probably shouldn’t turn
the flag into one.
The senator was quiet for a few moments and
then said: I never thought of it that way. Then he
thanked us for coming and left for his meeting.
When the vote was taken that fall, Senator Byrd
once again stood his ground against the silly amendment. To be sure, he had more than one reason to vote
against it.
I have long admired Senator Byrd. I admired his
wisdom and courage; even more, I admired his willingness to grow in humility and grace over the years,
his willingness to admit his wrongs publicly, and to
ask for forgiveness. And, above all, I admired him for
putting his love of God above his love of country.
Many years ago, Christ called Senator Byrd to
walk the hard path of love, to keep growing and growing in love. It’s not enough to love self, family, tribe,
or nation. We are called to love all people, including
our enemies, because God is love and all people are
God’s children.
And that’s why many churches do not display
a flag. A flag in church has tempted many a citizen
—from Spain to England, from Germany to our own
country—to put nation above or beside God. It’s
not God and country. It’s country under God as our
Pledge of Allegiance puts it.
We are not a Christian nation and for that we
should be glad. The wall of separation between church
and state fixed in our Constitution is one of the most
brilliant convictions of the Founding Fathers—perhaps
the most brilliant. As the church in Nazi Germany
discovered to its everlasting regret and shame, patriotism joined with religion is a powerful and often
deadly combination.
As Americans we love our country. But
Christians, especially those who follow Jesus, must

be vigilant lest they give unconditional allegiance to
anything less than God.
We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all
men are created equal, that they are endowed by their
Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among
these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.
All men are created equal.
The founders—like all inspired poets and
prophets—said more than they meant. They might
have meant men in a narrow sense, but the spirit of
that document meant women too. They might have
meant white people, but the spirit of that document
meant people of color too. They might have meant
Americans only, but the spirit of that document meant
all people of every tribe and nation.
The founders of this nation unwittingly resurrected the ancient vision of the peaceable kingdom
—the world as a community of goods shared in
communion with all peoples, tribes, and nations. No
wonder the Declaration of Independence has been a
beacon of hope to the world. And that makes me so
very, very proud to be an American.
We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all
people in all nations are created equal, that they are
endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable
Rights.
That faith and that conviction continue to haunt
and inspire, to judge and inform our nation’s domestic
and foreign policies. Yes, the world of politics is complicated and messy, but let us never, ever tire of working on and for the bold dream that called our nation
into being.
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Roll the Bowl!
PHOTOS BY CLAIRE STUART

Claire Stuart

Bowling match locations

Delegate Doyle with bowl

L

Bowler on Trough Road

ast September, a new sporting
event was launched on a Jefferson
County country road—Irish road
bowling. It was greeted by an enthusiastic
crowd of both players and onlookers,
with Delegate John Doyle tossing out the
first bowl. This fall, Irish road bowling
will be back in what promises to be an
annual event.
This relatively obscure sport, played
with small cannonballs on country roads,
is thought to have originated with Irish
soldiers about 300 years ago. It was
brought to our shores by Irish immigrants
and played by soldiers of Irish descent
during the Civil War, and it is growing in
popularity.
David Powell, one of the founders
of Irish road bowling in West Virginia,
introduced it in the tiny Lewis County,
W.Va., hamlet of Ireland, which he
described as “population 60, including
dogs and cats.” Powell, currently a resident of Washington, D.C., grew up in
Salem, W.Va., and his parents had lived
in the village of Ireland.
The residents of Ireland, like those
in many small communities, wanted to
bring tourists to their area. They held
their first Irish Spring Festival 30 years
ago, close to St. Patrick’s Day, with food,
music, parades, and games. Powell was
looking for some new and different activities to attract more people to the festival
when he saw a short segment on Irish
road bowling on television.
“I thought it would be a perfect sport
for West Virginia country roads,” he said,
and they began road bowling in 1995.
“Anyone can play. We’ve had little kids,
people in their 90s and even someone in
a wheelchair. At high levels, there is lots
of strategy involved, but for beginners it’s

just an opportunity to laugh and have fun.
And in between shots, you get exercise
by walking.”
“We bowled for about five years,”
said Powell, “but we didn’t know what
we were doing. Then we got in touch
with some Irish immigrants in Boston
in 2001 and saw a more serious side of
the sport and hooked up with a New York
group. Now there are three organized
leagues: the West Virginia Irish Road
Bowling Association (WVIRBA), plus
one in Boston and one in New York.”
The first requirement for road bowling is, of course, a country road. It is best
to have variety on a road, with curves
and ups-and-downs. The longest West
Virginia road used for bowling is Wildcat
Road in Ireland, which is 2.2 miles long.
In Jefferson County, Trough Road is used,
and the course is 1.4 miles long, stopping
short of Engle Molers Road. This road
is straight but it does have swales in it.
Every road has its own characteristics.
Teams of four play the game. Fewer
may play, but they are not eligible for
prizes. The ball, called a bowl, is a
small-bore, 28 oz. iron-and-steel cannonball. Start and finish lines are marked.
Bowlers never stop traffic. Spotters
along either end of the road warn of any
oncoming vehicles, and the bowlers move
out of the road.
One member of a team throws the
bowl underhand so that it rolls down the
road. Other team members are in the
road ahead to direct the thrower to the
center of the road and to mark where the
bowl stops. A chalk mark is made and a
new thrower starts from that point. This
continues until all team members have
thrown. Another team starts when the
first team is safely out of the way.
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The game ends when all teams have
reached the finish line. It is scored like
golf, and the team that gets their bowl to
the finish line in the shortest number of
rolls is the winner.
Of course, on a country road, the
bowl often rolls off into mud or weeds
at the sides of the road. Searching in the
weeds for the bowl is part of the game. In
desperate circumstances, metal detectors
are standing by!
The WVIRBA has been holding
team tournaments since 1995, and West
Virginia bowlers have quickly moved
up in the sport. Says Powell, “Two West
Virginia guys were sent to [the country
of] Ireland for competition—National
and then All-Ireland. West Virginians
went to the World Championships of
Outdoor Bowling in Holland [in 2010].”
WVIRBA holds bowling matches
in various locations March through
November. The sport has been played at
fairs and festivals across the state, with
the newest events in Shepherdstown and
Wheeling. The first time for both was on
September 18, 2010.
Mary Wolfe serves as Roadmaster.
A tireless volunteer for several organizations, she has worked with the Morgan
County [WV] Fair for years. “I was
working for the fair and looking for an
interesting event to add,” she said, when
she discovered Irish road bowling.
She organized the first bowling event
in Morgan County, which was played
at Cacapon State Park, and it was a big
success. She continues to work on the
Morgan County events, and organizes the
Shepherdstown event as well. She enjoys
bowling and has been to the festivities
in Ireland, W.Va. “But I don’t bowl in
matches,” she said, “just friendly play.”
Don Neville of Shepherdstown is
an avid fan and volunteer. He has been
bowling for about three years and goes
to a few matches across the state. Neville
met Wolfe and Powell at Cacapon and

expressed the need for a local
event, thus bringing road
bowling to Shepherdstown.
“I practiced on Trough Road
and it seemed to be an ideal
location,” he said. Neville’s
son Tom is a talented young
bowler who has already
bowled in Vermont against
one of best in the country.
Katy Fidler, who lives
at the intersection of Trough
Road and Route 230, came
home one day to find bowlers in the road. Wolfe asked if they could
park there. Fidler was involved in building a Blue Ridge Travel website and
was interested in learning about history,
heritage and outdoor activities that would
bring people to the area. She agreed they
could use her yard for parking and registration.
This year, WVIRBA launches its
first-ever singles league, and the program
could expand if it is a success. Twelve
experienced players representing different
teams and areas of the state will compete
in 31 head-to-head matches. At the end
of the season, all 12 will compete in a
seeded singles tournament to be held at
Stonewall Resort, Roanoke, W.Va.
Singles matches will be played after
the regularly scheduled team events, and
players from all over will be on hand.
Shepherdstown’s Tom Neville, representing the Wholly Rollers team, is competing, and you can cheer him on locally in
Cacapon Park and Shepherdstown in the
singles after the regular matches.
Powell advocates road bowling as
an excellent starting activity for people
who are trying to get back in shape after
inactivity. “And it’s a good way to fight
childhood obesity.”
Judy Mize, Powell’s girlfriend and
one of the founders of WVIRBA, is a
former Ladies’ Long-Shot champ. She
tries to travel when West Virginia players
compete outside the state and the United
States. “I’ve been to Ireland to watch
West Virginia guys compete and I
watched two West Virginia guys compete
in Holland. Anyone at any age can play,”
she said. “Never in 15 years have I seen
a person try it and not enjoy it.”
Watch the local newspapers later
in the summer for up-to-date news about
this September’s Irish road bowling
activities. For more information, visit
www.wvirishroadbowling.com
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Taking a Deep Breath With Linda O’Brien

I

t was Linda O’Brien’s nurturing
instincts, honed as a mother of three
and grandmother of five, that led
her to work as a certified practitioner
in restorative and transpersonal breathwork. O’Brien’s journey began as a massage therapist. Having received massage
therapy, she knew that it was an effective
treatment method.
“The kids were grown and I knew
I was a nurturer,” said O’Brien, so she
pursued training as a certified massage
therapist. After completing her training
in Virginia Beach at the Cayce/Reilly
School of Massotherapy, O’Brien
met instructor and breathwork expert
Kathleen Barratt and began her studies
in breathwork. She studied restorative
breathwork in 2002 and 2003 and
finished her formal studies in transpersonal breathwork in 2006.
Though there are many forms of
breathwork, O’Brien practices the form
originating from the Barratt Breathwork
Institute “based on mindfulness and
meditative practices designed to unleash
the healing and transformative power
of the breath.” She elaborates: “I focus
on conscious breathing, liberating the
breath from tensions imposed on it
through the course of living, which
also has the power to open a gateway
to higher levels of consciousness.”
O’Brien describes breathwork as
a way to empower others. “Massage is
doing something to the clients, while
breathwork enables me to give them
something they can take with them, to
empower themselves.” She clarifies: “I
am not teaching techniques.” Rather, she
helps people to become aware of their
breathing in the present moment. “Once
they start to think with awareness, they
can identify the way they breathe.”
“Most people are not aware of
the muscles involved in breathing.
The major muscles are all below the
chest, but most people engage in shallow breathing in the upper chest,” she
explains, saying that breathwork helps
clients use “diaphragmatic breathing.”
When shallow breathing becomes a
habit, “we are no longer able to oxygenate our bodies properly and toxicity builds in our systems.” This can
lead to fatigue, feelings of anxiety and
stress, and muscle tension. Restorative

breathwork focuses on “identifying and
dismantling unhealthy breathing habits.”
Using “full, diaphragmatic breathing
increases lung capacity and massages
internal organs, including the heart.”
A variety of physical issues can be
addressed through restorative breathwork: stress and anxiety, high blood
pressure, headaches, sleep apnea,
migraines, asthma, Chronic Obstructive
Pulmonary Disease (COPD). One of
her clients even practiced breathwork
when daunted by a difficult homework
assignment; another, dealing with
chronic health problems due to injuries
from a motor vehicle accident, was able
to manage pain through breathwork.
Clients with asthma or COPD can
use breathwork to deal with the panic
response that accompanies a breathing
attack. “There are so many things that
[breathwork] can address. “It’s a wide
open field,” O’Brien says.
Transpersonal breathwork is a
“therapeutic modality used to help
clients work through issues of trauma,”
O’Brien explains. “All emotions are
held in the body; breathwork gives you
a means of releasing them. When the
memory of trauma comes back, instead
of going back into it, by using your
breath, you can transform it. Instead of
returning to the feeling of being in the
trauma, or getting stuck in the story in
your head, you use breath to integrate
it. You breathe through the feelings. You
aren’t saying it didn’t happen, but it no
longer has power over you.”
O’Brien’s Shepherdstown office
space reflects her soothing and warm
spirit. The shelves are lined with books
for reference and use with clients.
Restful sounds come from the water
fountain trickling in the background,
and candles add to the tranquil ambiance. Images of nature are reflected in
the art she selected for the space. It is
easy to imagine clients feeling at ease
and opening themselves up to the work
of breathing.
Born and raised in Pennsylvania,
the second of three children, O’Brien
learned nurturing behavior as she
witnessed her mother caring for her
older sister, born with cerebral palsy and
mental retardation. O’Brien considered
whether she, too, could provide care to

people who are disabled, but ultimately
decided, “It was not my path; I had to
figure out what were the gifts of [my
sister] being in my life for me to use.”
O’Brien’s mother continues to
inspire, even after her passing at age 90.
“She was always able to see the positive
in people, and no matter how much pain
she was in, she was always concerned
about the other person. She was the
most nonjudgmental person I have
ever met.”
O’Brien also admires Mother
Teresa: “She worked with what was
in front of her, with the poorest of the
poor.” She also has been inspired by
Deepak Chopra, Caroline Myss, and
Jack Kornfield. “All of them promote
living in the present moment, and that
is what breathwork does.”
She reflects on the connection
between the individuals who have influenced her life, stating, “Our purpose
here is to navigate what we are given
without feeling like victims.”
Breathwork is a way to do this both
personally and professionally. She says
it helps her when she is anxious about
something in her life, by taking her out
of her head. “It helps me to stop ruminating and start trusting and being in the
present moment.”
O’Brien moved to Shepherdstown
from Rockville, Md., in 2005 with her
husband, Bill. They were looking to
pursue a different lifestyle and moved
into their beautiful home a month before
Bill received his job offer to teach Latin
at two Loudoun County high schools.
Prior to their courtship, she drove
up from Virginia Beach in a blinding
snowstorm to meet with Bill, a former
Jesuit priest who ran a spiritual center
in Washington, D.C., regarding some
of her studies. She describes how she
navigated the storm by following an
18-wheeler for most of the drive, but
then spun out on I-95, until she heard
her father’s voice telling her to take
her foot off the brake; in doing so she
regained control of her vehicle. She
connects this experience with a
transitional part of her life saying,
“Sometimes you have to lose control
of your life in order to find direction.”
Aside from her breathwork practice
and spending time with her family,

PHOTO BY PAMELA MATHISON-LEVITT

Pamela Mathison-Levitt

Linda O’Brien enjoys the fresh air in her
beautiful garden.

O’Brien enjoys handiwork, including
sewing and crocheting, gardening, and
spending time outdoors. Her beautifully
landscaped yard includes a small goldfish pond, tinkling wind chimes, and
daffodils. She has practiced meditation
for 30 years and has studied yoga. She
is also a certified hypnotherapist, has
studied and practiced Reiki, and continues to maintain her massage therapy
certification. She is an avid reader, as
evidenced by her bookshelves, and likes
to cook and connect with friends over
food and wine: “I think that is also
spiritual.”
O’Brien feels Shepherdstown is
a great place to live because of the
support within the community for alternative health practices. She hopes to
find a way to connect with local hospitals to provide support for individuals
who could use her services.
While occasionally teaching adult
education classes for groups, she feels
that one-on-one sessions are a way
for clients to have a more committed,
personalized experience. They are able
to take what they are learning, and
then practice, process, and check back
in again to gain more benefit from the
therapy.
Prospective clients can reach
O’Brien by phone, (304) 876-6071,
or E-mail, lindaobrien@frontiernet.net.
Pamela Mathison-Levitt is trying to
remember to breathe fully and gratefully
each day.
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Conscious Clothing
Christopher Robinson
profit company found its niche supporting
small designers with a big production line.
It creates T-shirts that feature the art of
these small-fry designers and distributes
them globally. Its motto is “Underground
Inventive—Overground Effective.”
Another line of clothing carried in
the store is from the Rise Up T-shirt company in Eugene, Oregon—a nonprofit
outfit that features intense visuals on its
beautiful shirts. All the money it makes
is donated to provide free education to
over 450 underprivileged children in
Nicaragua, Haiti, and India. Banker was
told that for each order he makes from
Rise Up, a single child will be able to
attend school for a full year.
I certainly found my favorite fashion
statements in the Out of Print line. Its
prewashed shirts feature the cover art of
old books and can be worn well to any
occasion. The company works with the
nonprofit Books for Africa and guarantees that for every shirt sold, a book will
be sent to a needy reader on the African
continent.
Across from the Out of Print island
stands the No Enemy rack. No Enemy is a
line of clothing that is all American made,
designed, and printed. This commercial
organization’s symbols are meant to convey the ideas of peace and love, or at least
an end to violence.
The last line Banker showed me was
really something excellent—the clothing
company called Onno. Its clothing is not
organic or American made. It employs
overseas workers who are monitored by an
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international agency on fairness,
and its superior-quality products
are all made of hemp and bamboo. Real comfortable clothing.
The store also sells many
hats and bags, and some very
interesting necklaces whose
sales support Third World education.
Now I’m not trying to
stuff your head with a bunch of
names, spouting them like some
television commercial. I know
we all get bombarded with far
too much information and misinformation. What I am trying
to do is to get you to support
local business and to think about
where you spend your money
and what you spend it on.
These days there are not
a lot of political choices when
you go to vote; the differences
in the parties seem negligible.
Therefore you have to vote in
others ways, when and where
you can, and every dollar you
spend is a vote. I try very hard
to spend my money wisely, and
while I don’t always make the
best choices, I try to learn from
every mistake. If someone were
to ask me why America was
poor, I’d have to say that we may
have bought too much war. Why
not buy a little peace instead at
Conscious Clothing?

Conscious Clothing
Tues.–Fri. 11:00 a.m.–5:00 p.m.
Sat., Sun

10:00 a.m.–5:00 p.m.

PHOTOS BY LUCINDA CURBO

Y

esterday was a perfect day in a
week of perfect days; the air was
cool even though the sun was
shining brightly. I have been very busy
recently, running around trying to get all
my spring planting done and sprucing up
my house. The whole town seems to be in
a springtime tizzy, getting our beautiful
old buildings shined up for the big anniversary next year. In fact I was so busy,
and running around so fast I almost forgot
to stop and smell the roses. However, I did
slow down and catch a whiff of the towering, flowering trees blooming in our fair
streets.
As I slowed my run down to a walk,
I noticed a new business that had cropped
up. Just up the block from the old library,
on the other side of the street, Conscious
Clothing sits nestled under Lotus, down
from Raw Earth Organics and the Skin
Care Shop, just up from the Run and Walk
shop.
The two young proprietors of this
fledgling business are Dylan Banker and
Thomas Delauney. Banker hails from
Martinsburg and has been working in
Shepherdstown for years. He started at age
16, washing dishes for the Old Pharmacy
Café. Delauney was born and raised in
Shepherdstown.
The two had spent years dreaming up
a small business that would fly here. As
they narrowed their choices, they realized
the service industry was very high maintenance and would not leave them room to
have their own lives. They also sorted out
a few things about themselves. They liked
being well dressed and they liked wearing
green (sustainable) clothing. By paying
close attention to their own habits, they
discovered that they had to leave town to
buy clothes. After asking around town for
a while, talking to the other locals, some
subtle suggestions from Phil at Mellow
Moods, and with a bit of a push from
their friend Kim from the Blue Moon,
Conscious Clothing was born.
Not jumping into a new venture
lightly, Banker and Delauney spent hours
poring over books and magazines and
researching fashion on the Internet. The
boys found out that sometimes the links
you’re looking for are not always the
links you find first. Eventually they did
find several unique and positive lines of
clothing to carry in their store. Banker sat
down with me in the sunny gravel courtyard out back, and I asked him to tell me
about these clothing companies.
The first business they found was
LRG. Started in the early 90s, this for-

Dylan Banker and Thomas Delauney
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John Moossy

A Mind-Boggling Life
Sue Kennedy

I

n 1943 an acceptance letter went
out from Tulane Medical School to
Fordham University undergrad John
Moossy. Young Moossy had a med school
choice of Fordham and Harvard, and he
chose Fordham because, frankly, “The
scholarship paid better and New York City
was more fascinating than Boston.” This
would not be an unusual story: “Tulane
Medical School Seeks Fordham Honors
Student”—except for one thing. When
Tulane came calling, John Moossy, the
oldest of four children of a widowed
mother, was 18 years old.
John Moossy grew up in Shreveport,
La. His father, John Yazbeck Moossy, had
worked his way through Italy and France
as an interpreter to get to the United States
from Lebanon when he was 17. He settled
in Louisiana where he met and married the
love of his life, Rose Ferris, a beautiful girl
from a large, loving, Lebanese-American
family.
It was the Great Depression and for
the young couple times were tough. Their
first-born was a boy and they named him
after his dad. By the time John Jr. was
seven years old he had a little brother and
two really little sisters. Then John Moossy
Sr. died from complications of a donor-torecipient blood transfusion, leaving Rose to
cope and manage. She did both and more.
Rose Moossy took over the grocery store
left by her husband; she wisely invested in
real estate and educated all of her children
through college, professional schools, and
in music and art.
Though the loss of his father had a
profound effect on Mossy, he remembers
his childhood as “happy.” “My mother
was an extraordinary, loving parent and we
were supported strongly by both maternal
and paternal families.” His fondest memories are the times spent with four uncles,
Rose’s brothers. Uncle Louis, Bill, Joe, and
Neckley were always in his life. Through
years of vacations, movies, fishing trips,
and other fun times, they were loving
surrogate fathers.
Mossy didn’t accept Tulane’s offer
right away, but put it on hold to enlist in
the Navy. The country was in the middle of

and his research findings are legendary.
With every move the Moossys collected
friends and accolades and some great
memories. Mossy spent 23 years at the
University of Pittsburgh Medical Center in
the Division of Neuropathology. In 1974
he was elected president of the American
Association of Neuropathologists. In 1979
he became editor-in-chief of the Journal
of Neuropathology and Experimental
Neurology.
In 1993, John and Yvonne decided
to retire. While in Antwerp, they made
Foreign Service friends many of whom
had settled in Shepherdstown and recommended it highly. The Moossys gave great
weight to those opinions. In addition, the
Moossys wanted to live in a small town,
near the Mason-Dixon Line, with a university nearby and within an easy drive to
a metropolitan airport. As Moossy says
“Shep filled the bill.”
John and Yvonne settled down to
enjoy the pleasures of retirement in a
wonderful home on Washington Street
right in the heart of Shepherdstown. They
now had time to do things they had been
putting off till less hectic times. The next
years were given to enjoying their music
and books, exploring the historic countryside, leisurely dining out with new friends,
entertaining guests with culinary creations, and volunteering in the community.
An appreciation for fine wine took them
to the Bordeaux region of France to study.
Their children and grandson were frequent visitors. Yes, “Shep filled the bill,”
and life was good…and then it wasn’t. In
2000 Yvonne was diagnosed with breast
cancer. Two years later she died leaving
a huge hole in the world of a close-knit
family. “Words fail me in describing all
that she meant to me and our children and
grandson,” Moossy said as he showed me
through the sunny comfort of his home

filled with family photographs, awards,
books, and art collections.
Moossy is an accomplished artist;
he has been since his teens. His sketches
and paintings are exhibit-worthy. But it’s
the sculpture that is quite overwhelming.
Through a manicured backyard just coming to life with flowers and herbs, there’s
a wonderful studio housing dozens of
pieces of a working artist. Moossy sculpts
in limestone, wood, plaster, and bronze,
and each piece can be best described as
moving. They are fluid and graceful, but I
also found that every piece provokes feelings. Moossy admits that health issues
have slowed him down, but he still creates,
cooks, enjoys his music, and reads. He continues to play brain games and meets with
his cronies on Saturdays to discuss myriad
topics…in the “French chat room.”
Son John J. Moossy is a professor of
neurosurgery at the University of Pittsburgh
Medical Center; daughter Joan Marie, an
attorney, lives in New York City as a writer,
editor, actress, and NYC cultural event
reporter; and 21-year-old grandson, Paul
Vincent Moossy, is an important presence.
They are the light of Moossy’s life.
In 1989 at the University of Pittsburgh
Medical Center graduation, the prestigious
Golden Apple for Excellence in Teaching
Award was given to the keynote speaker
and honored teacher, Dr. John Moossy. His
address was titled “Key Words for Young
Physicians.” His words have been remembered, lived, and passed on by doctors who
owe much to their teacher as they work and
teach other young doctors to unravel the
mysteries of the brain. His key words for
then and now are: gratitude, humility, family, friends, education, and character.
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Dr. John Moossy

World War II and as he said,
“I felt too restless to study
effectively; I was unsure about
medicine as a lifetime career;
and I was not impressed with
the wartime accelerated curriculum.” Two years at sea as a
pharmacist’s mate brought him
back to Fordham to complete
his studies during the summer
and “receive the good news that my acceptance to Tulane was still valid.” With a
degree from Fordham and two years in the
Navy under his belt, Mossy entered Tulane
Medical School in September of 1946 at the
age of 21.
It was the mystery of the brain and
how it functions in producing memory,
language, dreams, and behavior that
attracted John Moossy to neurology, neuropathology, and neuroscience. At that time
neurology and neuroscience received as he
calls it “a short shrift.” Despite the fact the
Sigmund Freud was the celebrity expert
when it came to explaining the mysteries
of the brain, Mossy came to realize that
neurology had a better chance of understanding behavior, brain function, and diseases
than psychiatry and psychoanalysis did.
It was during a rotating internship in
1950, a year Mossy calls a “very profitable
experience,” that he met his future wife,
Yvonne Reese. She was an operating
room nurse with “superior intelligence,
charm, and beauty.” The year was profitable
indeed and paid big dividends. (The marriage of John and Yvonne spanned the
next 51 years.) Soon followed a three-year
residency in neurology at Charity Hospital,
the birth of their son, John J., and a move
to New York City for a neuropathology
fellowship with Abner Wolf at Columbia
and the Neurological Institute. Then their
daughter, Joan Marie, arrived and the
Moossy family was complete.
Looking at the
list of Mossy’s accomplishments, that began
so many years ago,
boggles the mind. His
jobs have taken him
from New Orleans to
New York to North
Carolina and to
Belgium for work at
the most prestigious
hospitals, schools,
and clinics on the
cutting edge of the
study of the brain.
He’s a surgeon, a
Dr. Moossy’s studio
teacher, and a writer,

One of Dr. Moossy’s sculptures in his garden
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The Play…and The Place…MaTTer
Wendy Mopsik

W

e all know the basic ingredients that go into the making
of a theater production. You
must have actors, stagehands, props, sets,
costumes, directors, understudies, and
a stage on which to perform. But perhaps the most important and overlooked
ingredient is the audience.
Peter Brook, noted director, filmmaker and author stated it best in his
book The Empty Space: “The only thing
that all forms of theater have in common is the need for an audience.” He
elaborated further by explaining how the
relationship in a performance is between
actor/subject/audience. The playgoers,
who purchase the tickets, occupy the
seats and react to the play influence what
happens on the stage. “The audience
assists the actor, and at the same time for
the audience itself assistance comes back
from the stage,” author Brook concludes.
Take this premise one step further
and the “place” where the audience is
engaged with the performance takes on
a powerful meaning. Place does matter, and when Shepherdstown hosts the
Contemporary American Theater Festival

at Shepherd University every June and
July, the town helps to shape that audience. From the college campus setting
to the brick sidewalks of German Street,
place matters. From the small coffee
houses to the unique shops and eateries,
place matters. It is no coincidence that
the oldest town in West Virginia is doing
the newest plays in America.
Ed Herendeen, founder and producing director of CATF likes to point out
that since 1991, Shepherdstown has
been an incubator for new American
works. “Some people possess the commonly held perception that Broadway is
the center of the American theater. Yet
every summer playwrights and theater
artists from around the U.S. converge
on Shepherdstown, West Virginia, to
nurture, develop, and produce five new
plays in rotating repertory. We virtually
become the summer home for the future
of the American theater.” Ed, too, declares
that the power of place has everything to
do with the success of CATF.
One of the factors contributing to
this place is that theater here operates
outside of the urban glare. Away from

the publicity, focused spotlights, and
media frenzy, playwrights, directors,
actors, and audiences can take risks that
would not be possible in a larger city
venue. Our rural America, conveniently
located not far from the big city, offers a
safe environment for trying out innovative techniques and cutting-edge topics.
Another special feature of this place
is that there is nowhere to escape once
the audience has experienced the play.
During dinner at a restaurant in town,
conversation centers on the theater. Enter
a toy store, bakery, or clothing boutique
and the storeowner and customer are
discussing the season. Browse among
the bookshelves in a retail establishment
or the library and you will hear a patron
arguing the merits of a favorite play.
Walk along German Street and encounter
the makers of the art who will happily
listen to your impressions of their finished product.
Containment also encourages dialogue and what Herendeen calls living
conversations. Sometimes they are formal and scheduled as in the lectures and
panel discussions held throughout the
season where playwrights and audience
exchange ideas and
information. At other
times the conversations are informal and
spontaneous, such as
the ones that occur at
the Thomas Shepherd
Inn breakfast table
or on its back porch
where guests converge
after theater to discuss
and digest.
Perhaps
another reason that
Shepherdstown makes
a difference is the
exceptional mix of
theater attendees.
Many nonnative West
Virginians relocated
to the area in search
of cultural offerings
without the heavy
traffic and limited
parking so often part
of the theater experiJulie Sutherland Jones and Joe Jones anticipate a blend of tranquility and intellectual stimulation when they come
ence in cities or larger
to town.
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towns. These residents already knew of
CATF and its reputation for excellence.
Those fortunate enough to have been
born in the area quickly learned over the
past 20 years that summertime meant
the opportunity to see plays right in
their own backyard. Shepherd University
students, staff, and faculty take advantage of their partnership with CATF by
attending plays throughout the season.
Add to this conglomerate of people all
the patrons traveling from more distant
locales, and the effects are truly magical.
One of the most loyal theatergoers
is Carolyn Finegar, who travels from
Gaithersburg, Md., but was born in
Logan, W. Va. Fifteen years ago, a friend
who enjoyed theater casually asked her
if she wanted to drive up to some little
town in West Virginia to see a play.
Today she is still coming up for her
CATF weekend, and it only gets better
with each passing season. “In the very
beginning, audiences were sparse and
tickets were available. But suddenly I
heard ‘Sorry but that show is sold out.’
Now I buy my CATCard right away,
make dinner reservations early, and book
my room a year in advance.”
Finegar grew up in Huntington, W.
Va., and thinks that this connectedness
to West Virginia adds to her appreciation
of the weekend. “I love it that people in
town talk like me, and when I see the
mountains in the distance it is a reminder
of home.” She describes Shepherdstown
as having a foot in two worlds. One is
the historic small town, the farmers’
market and the friendliness of business
owners; the other side is more sophisticated and steeped in exciting theater,
music, and art.
For Finegar and her fellow guests
at the Thomas Shepherd Inn, the opening weekend of the season holds special
meaning. The 12 guests have become
regulars—one travels all the way from
Michigan—but began their journey as
separate individuals or couples coming only for provocative theater and
a getaway from home. Now they eat
breakfast together, discuss the merits of
each production together, compare their
purchases from local businesses together,
and plan the following year’s excursion
together. “If we were seeing the shows
in D.C., meals would be eaten all over

the city, we would be staying at different hotels and the togetherness would be
lost,” Finegar underscored. “Because it’s
in Shepherdstown, the whole is greater
than the sum of its parts.”
Carolyn Finegar explained that
they like seeing all five plays before the
reviews are printed. They take advantage of Breakfast with Ed and the free
lectures and symposiums that enhance
each participant’s understanding of the
material. Differing tastes cause heated
discussions but never arguments. Jeanne
Muir, co-owner of the Thomas Shepherd
Inn with her husband Jim Ford, speaks
with affection about her annual CATF
guests. “They are very knowledgeable as
theatergoers and are familiar with much
work that is produced on the East Coast.
Many attend theater in the D.C. area
and also are play readers. A few even
have some acting experience.” Being
able to walk to theater, restaurants, and
shops is part of the uniqueness that is
Shepherdstown. Guests often park their
car at the Bed and Breakfast and don’t
get back in it until the weekend is over.
Muir summarized by saying “Our guests
have an immersion experience. For 48
hours they live, eat, sleep, and breathe
theater.”
Practically from its initial season, Larry and Barbara Fox drove to
CATF each summer from Washington,
D.C., where they were writers at the
Washington Post. Barbara was a freelance travel writer while Larry was on
the staff and responsible for the Weekend
Entertainment section of the paper.
Together the Foxes wrote the syndicated

travel column “Cruise News” and have
penned seven books in a series called
Romantic Weekend Getaways. Like many
of the guests at the Thomas Shepherd
Inn, they seek high-quality entertainment
opportunities wherever they live, work,
or play.
Although now retired to Seabrook
Island, S.C., these avid theatergoers
travel 600 miles for their annual return
to Shepherdstown. “It’s a wonderful little
gem,” explained Barbara Fox. “We have
accidently bumped into people from
all over that we know and are happy
to see again.” She mentioned the boutiques, great eats, C&O Canal hiking,
drives around the countryside, visits to
Martinsburg and Berkeley Springs, in
addition to first-class theater. He likes
seeing the actors and playwrights in
town where interplay can occur between
audience and artist. Mr. Fox also talked
about the concurrent visual arts displays around town that add to the sense
of innovation and creativity. It is the
place…and the plays…that matter.
The thoughts of one more veteran
CATF couple may help to reinforce
the notion that place matters. Julie
Sutherland Jones and husband Joe Jones
describe themselves as “cave dwellers.”
They love where they have lived for 13
years, but their townhouse on Capitol
Hill is bombarded with sounds. They
hear helicopters whirring overhead,
sirens whizzing by at all hours of the day
and night, and noise from high-speed
vehicles passing through the neighborhood. When they think of a CATF weekend in Shepherdstown, their image is of

Barbara and Larry Fox from South Carolina are travel and entertainment experts who know the
significance of “place.”
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At the Opening Weekend of CATF, Carolyn Finegar relishes her annual reunion with regulars
who come for theater and friendship.

shifting gears. Both people expressed
their appreciation for the ambiance, the
festive atmosphere and the opportunity
to take quiet naps between performances
if they are needed.
Julie Jones noted the vibrancy of
the university, the easy 90-minute drive
from Washington, D.C., and the hasslefree weekend that awaits them. Joe, who
retired nine years ago, came back to
work as D.C./Metro Maryland regional
director of the Ignatian Volunteer Corps.
His 40-plus hours on the job combined
with singing in the Choral Arts Society
and the couple’s full life attending area
performances and cultural events make
it easy to understand their need for this
weekend getaway.
Mrs. Jones explained, “We go for
the plays but love the restaurant choices
and the walks around town. Our stay at
the Bavarian Inn makes everything easy
and convenient.” They love falling into
conversations with other playgoers and
even came to this year’s Season Teaser in
February where they “were blown away”
by the prospect of seeing a David Mamet
play this summer. The festival’s dedication to new playwrights who can work in
a laboratory-like environment is a particular appealing point for Mrs. Jones.
The 21st season of the
Contemporary American Theater Festival

is literally around the corner. This summer patrons have a number of affordable options for purchasing tickets. Pay
What You Can Preview performances are
scheduled for Wednesday, July 6, and
Thursday, July 7. A new Sunday Night
four-show CATCard enables subscribers to see four evening performances
at a much-reduced price, and other discounts are available as well. The Talk
Theater Lectures series at Reynolds
Hall and Stage Readings of new plays
at the Shepherdstown Opera House
are underwritten by the West Virginia
Humanities Council and free to the public. There is undoubtedly something for
everyone whether you come from near
or far. Plays, and place, matter. Why
else would visitors from Philadelphia,
New York City, Charleston, Frederick,
Baltimore, Charles Town, Gettysburg,
and lots in between find themselves
in Shepherdstown for theater and fun?
Hope to see you there too.

Wendy Sykes Mopsik must put forth the
disclaimer that she is a proud new CATF
board member who eagerly awaits this
21st season of exciting theater.
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Kathleen Dawe
and the “All Child Channel”
PHOTO BY SARAH SOLTOW

Sarah Soltow

Kathleen Dawe

T

he Shepherdstown Public Library
provides story hour to about 100
children and their moms each
week. Every other week, another 100
or so children from local preschool programs visit the library. The welcoming
presence of Kathleen Dawe, one of three
children’s librarians, weaves them into
her web of story telling and imagination,
igniting in them the same spark that has
moved her through a lifetime of adventure. Dawe admits quickly to being a
book lover at a level that might be called
an addiction. Generally speaking, that is
a good thing for a librarian. While her
current position allows her to indulge
in this particular love, her life has held
many other interesting adventures and
explorations as well.
Many years ago, when she was a
young mother, Dawe was drawn into the
world of breastfeeding and its re-emerging role in the life of American women.
Through the La Leche League, she began
going into hospitals to volunteer assistance to the nursing staff as the medical
community struggled to accommodate
breastfeeding mothers. This activity led
her to become a lactation consultant and
eventually placed her on the ground floor
of certifying lactation consultants as liaisons to the medical field. She also set up
the first lactation clinic in the country.
From the activities of lactation consultant, Dawe morphed into the role of

doula. Many people are currently familiar
with this term, which comes from the
Greek word meaning “with woman.” In
the early 80s however, these folks were
called “labor sitters” and were just beginning to formulate the parameters of a
new-age version of an age-old process:
women helping women within the confines of the labor, delivery, new-mother,
and breastfeeding processes. The role
of the doula differs significantly, however, from that of the midwife or doctor.
The doula is present for the woman in
labor. She manages the birth room and
the birth experience, provides advocacy
for the birthing woman, and also helps
the dad find his place within the realm
of this experience. Her continual prayer
during this time was, “Let me be a light
in a great storm,” and she also assisted
parents in crisis both during and after the
birth experience. During the time that she
spent with this career, Kathleen consulted
in emergency situations in the NICU
(neonatal intensive care unit). Though
she lacked formal training in the medical
field, she became a sort of encyclopedia
of mommies and labor, and she eventually taught these skills to others in nursing schools and medical colleges.
Dawe is an insatiable learner and
a gifted teacher. Along with a growing
career as doula and lactation consultant
(and a second daughter), she says that
every two years or so, she would find
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herself drawn to a new tangent of learning. In addition to learning more about
pregnancy, childbirth, and lactation, she
explored and learned about natural foods,
herbology, and homeopathy. She is currently studying Naturopathic Medicine
with Clayton Online University. Seeing
teaching as the thread that unites the different expressions of her interests and
expertise, she continues to teach others
from the richness of her experiences.
Dawe was born and raised in Ohio.
She left her hometown of Akron to attend
three years of high school in Switzerland
in the company of her best friend’s family. She returned to college in the United
States, and, as a young adult, worked in
the travel agency business and eventually
married and had two daughters, Tara and
Tia. Looking back, she sees herself as
one of the many pioneers involved with
women’s issues that surrounded pregnancy, breastfeeding, and mothers going
back into the workplace in the eighties.
She was able to explore and access job
sharing and part-time work in her career
with the Children’s Hospital Medical
Center in Akron. Her work in the birthing
room helped highlight the need for these
services to mothers and families in need.
The importance of the child is central to
her life, and her awareness of the particular needs of the all child channel have
shaped much of her professional growth
and development.
Dawe’s third daughter, Kyra, was in
first grade when the family moved from
Massachusetts to the Shepherdstown
area. They were immediately drawn to
the library, where they met and became
fast friends with Michelle Baluch who
was the children’s librarian for six
years. Dawe began part-time employment with the library as a storyteller in
2003 where she earned the nickname,
“The Baby Whisperer.” Working at
Shepherdstown Public Library is also an
exploration in job sharing. All employees there work part time and share the
duties of being visible to patrons as well
as performing the administrative jobs
that make the library run. Dawe and
the indispensible Anne Eden, who has
been with the library for more than 10
years, work together to make the library
a satisfying experience for the children
of Shepherdstown. Dawe finds that the

most challenging aspect of working at the
library was learning the computer system
that is used to order and catalog books
and interconnect libraries nationwide.
She explains that many of her career
positions have had a similar theme. She
will fall into a position that she is not
completely trained for, then finds herself
taking on various leadership aspects.
Along the way, she learns…and learns…
and teaches.
Kathleen and her husband, Breighton
Dawe, also share a path of alternative
spirituality—with each other and with
the community. Kathleen has pursued
spirituality as a life-long learner. The
woman who led Girl Scout troops and
taught Sunday school classes also pursued the knowledge of the Essene, the
Rosicrucians, the Native American, and
the Huna, which is the spirituality of the
Hawaiian people. The women’s issues
that formed the basis of her career at
the time also informed her, and as she
traveled to present workshops, aspects
of alternative spirituality were always
woven into her presentations. In addition
to her work at the Shepherdstown Public
Library, she and Breighton offer workshops through Stone Circle Alternatives,
a center for holistic wellness, personal
energy work, and teachings interwoven
from many traditions. Both Dawe and
her husband are Reiki practitioners, and
each of them is an ordained minister who
performs interfaith weddings, blessings,
christenings, and other rites of passage.
Since her teenage sojourns in
Europe, Dawe lived in Ohio, California,
Massachusetts, and West Virginia. In
each of these places, she has found a
“completely different something” that
has contributed to her life and her path.
In each of these places as well, she contributed something of herself. During her
life, she touched mothers in the birthing
room, families in crisis situations, women
looking for direction, and many others
who sought wholeness through healing
and spirituality. She carries the light of
laughter in her eyes, the gift of love in
her heart, and the willingness to open her
hand to anyone she finds along the path.
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Ar tworks
Rebecca Grace jones
Finding a Natural Balance
PHOTOS BY NAN BROADHURST
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R

ebecca Grace Jones likes to
balance the order of geometry
and detail with the free and often
messy spirit found in nature. Her natural
penchant to please her audience is punctuated by an occasional free-spirited
tangent, expressing her passion for her
horses and the beautiful countryside that
surrounds her.
Jones was born and raised in
Hagerstown, Maryland. Her father was
the minister at the First Presbyterian
Church and an artist, and her mother
was the director of Washington County
Chapter of the American Red Cross.
From the very beginning, she was
actively involved in all aspects of the
orderly church life while, at the same
time, expressing her free spirit in a rebellious hippy style. She attended art classes
at the YMCA and the Washington County
Museum throughout her childhood, and
even produced her first book of illustrated poetry in the second grade. Her
teacher was so impressed that she named
her new baby after her!
Her talent was significant, even at a
very early age. In third grade, her submission to the school poster contest was
disqualified because the judges were sure
that her father had done it. In high school
she was active in the drama club (playing the lead in the Senior play), played
the clarinet in the school band, and was
elected Sweetheart Queen of Valentine’s
Day in senior year (an honor she now
derides as silly). Following in the footsteps of two of her siblings, she was
voted Most Artistic. She attended Towson
University in Towson, Md, graduating
magna cum laude with a BA Commercial
Art.
After college, Jones began working
as a freelance graphic designer and illustrator with many well-known clients,
while also teaching design and illustration classes at Towson University and
Maryland College of Art and Design.
As if this wasn’t enough to keep her
busy, as soon as Towson U. established
a master’s program, she pursued that—
obtaining her M.F.A. degree in Visual
Communications.

As with many graphics professionals,
Jones was impacted by the advent of the
computer in the early 90s. She wasn’t
interested in learning a whole new way
of doing graphic design and illustration,
so she began looking around for another
outlet for her creative talents. At this time
she met Judy Rand, who was a successful
furniture artist, showing and selling her
work in many prestigious craft shows.
Rand influenced Jones to try her hand at
the fine crafts field.
Jones developed a product she called
Words and Weavings, combining calligraphy, poetry, fiber arts (she had received
a loom as a gift in college), and watercolor. She would pen beautiful quotes
and poems on watercolor paper, cut the
lines apart, and weave them into a piece
that she would mount and decorate with
watercolor images. This combination of
words and images was a natural segue
from her illustration work. She began
showing the Words and Weavings at fairs,
and they were so successful she had a
hard time keeping up with the demand.
Jones and Rand lived in the
Baltimore and Annapolis areas until
2006. It was then that dear friends
encouraged them to move to this area.
They searched for a year to find a home
that could accommodate Jones’s horses
and studio space for both artists. Finally
they found a perfect property where
they built their own beautiful home to
their specifications. For Jones it was like
coming home, since she still has family,
friends, and many memories here.
Horses have been a major part of
Jones’ life. As a child she never owned
a horse, but she used to spend her
Saturdays at a nearby barn, grooming
and cleaning tack in exchange for riding
lessons. A pivotal memory for Jones is
the moment she first had the reins to herself on a horse named Marezedotes. The
thrill of that has stayed with her, and she
can still feel it when she walks her horses
now as an adult. Her horses are her
passion and refuge from the more difficult realities of adult life. She bought
her first horse, Yo Yo Ma, a year after
her mother’s death. After she moved to

Becca Jones

Becca and Bela

Shepherdstown she bought Bela, a fouryear-old with an injury that interrupted
her racing career. Jones attributes her
daily connection with these beautiful
animals to be major lessons in patience,
confidence, courage, and compassion.
They serve as inspirations for her art
and life.
Since coming to Shepherdstown,
she has continued to expand her artistic
ventures, mostly continuing with the
combination of words and images in
various formats. She usually gravitates
toward a format based on geometry,
either a grid or circle (mandala), but
enjoys straying out of the lines to introduce quirky design twists and details.
Her body of work is very diverse, incorporating her talents at drafting, painting,
and weaving. Sensitive use of poetry and
inspirational quotes reflect her deep connection to nature and animals.
Lately she has embarked upon a path
that she describes as more authentically
her own. She has begun to do mixed
media collages, featuring windows and
doors—still in a grid format—revealing
mysterious images of nature and abstraction in fine detail. She belongs to a local
group of artists, who meet to discuss
their works in progress and give each
other feedback and encouragement. She
attributes a lot of her progress in her new
direction to the inspiration and support
she has received from this group.
Jones has also begun teaching again.
She is teaching classes at Craftworks in
Shepherdstown and Coolspring in water-

color, mixed media, collage, and mandala
design. Her students have high praise for
her ability to inspire and put students at
ease. She works closely with each student, alleviating beginner’s fears
and encouraging successful results.
A schedule of classes can be found at
www.craftworksatcoolspring.com.
Jones is happy to take commissions
for portraits—of people, animals, or
buildings. She is also curating the Grid
Show, which features the work of 12 artists in diverse media (paper, wood, fiber,
metal, clay, found and natural objects,
print-making, and paint) who use the grid
as a basis for their designs. The show will
be at the Ice House in Berkeley Springs,
W.V., June 17 through August 10.
Jones’s work can be seen locally at
Dickinson and Wait in Shepherdstown,
on the Over the Mountain Studio Tour
(November 11, 12, and 13 and July 9, 10,
in Shepherdstown), and in the Mountain
Heritage Craft Show (June 10, 11, and
12). She is also featured in many galleries and stores around the country. To see
a complete list of her galleries and stores,
and to see more of her work, go to her
website: www.rebeccagracejones.com.
To see her most recent work as she
produces it, visit her blog at wordkeepers.
blogspot.com.
Nan Broadhurst is a graphic designer
and artist living in Shepherdstown
and learning to be grateful for all life’s
lessons.
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Edgehill

Oneida Bay
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Tulips

Don’t Follow the Recipe
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Dave and Oliver

Music Washes Away

Rozzy’s Sheep

No Ordinary Cats
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Poetr y
SUBMITTED PHOTO

Pamela Mathison-Levitt

Amputated
You: scattered in the wind;
pieces flying away:
a flailing arm waving,
a foot skidding across the earth,
mingling with the dust.
Myself: tumbled,
in a muddle
of severed parts.

Diaper Change
She pierces the
sound barrier:
a dying rabbit.
If her shrieks
could mutate
into a prize
fighter, they
would try.
Her thumper
legs lash out
like vipers;
her teeth turn
her into t-rex.
She, a baby
hydra, defies
restraint.
She harnesses
godlike power.
As a woman
and her mother
I embrace
her, undefeated.

Copycat
I plagiarize the world.
Lines written in color
I turn black and white:
a simpler, watery version
approximating the original.
It may fool some, but
serious students are
unimpressed.

Stripped Down
Yesterday,
barely visible
under layers
thick downy coats
boots up to here;
head retracting
like a turtle
into a hardshell.

Pam Levitt and daughter Valerie

Immortal
Plastic flowers
blow across our lawn
from next door,
escaping from a plastic bag
which rattles after them.
I hate plastic flowers.
They remind me of graveyards.
They fade in the sun.
They smell like poison
and scrape against my skin.
They approximate life
and failing it,
are relegated to live
with the dead
for eternity.

Today,
stripped down,
exposed pale legs
wobbling and bumpy;
neck straining
toward the sun
like a bud
opening, risking growth.

Thanksgiving in Appalachia
Leaves cyclone, embracing me,
shaken down like a holy water blessing,
dancing like rose petals at a wedding,
or confetti at a ticker tape parade.
Some heaviness in me falls
with the leaves. I should be
scattered about, drifting, detached.
Instead, it feels like skydiving.
Landing was not what I expected.
Surrounding me, angry trains travelling
elsewhere should carry me over
the Blue Ridge to somewhere … more.
Restfully, blue is a perfect backdrop
for the sun falling in the shape of leaves
and I flutter down in a radiant spiral
as if belonging among them.
The Natural Course of Things
She is perfectly beautiful,
almost waxen,
lying in my arms.
I wonder how Jesus’ mother
could breathe
cradling her child brokenly
at the end.
I lay her down
on her “mommy loves me”
printed sheets
that repeat but cannot say enough.
She breathes in and I out
in one long exhale
as I watch her
until slumbering,
my face appearing waxen
in the end.
I hope she remembers
the printed sheets.
To vml

Pamela Mathison-Levitt uses her M.A. in psychology as a
writer and as a mother to her 18-month-old daughter. She celebrates 10 years of marriage to husband Marc in August 2011.
Pam lives in Martinsburg, W.Va.
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All Cr eatur es Gr eat and Small
Oz in AZ
Biosphere 2

Look on my works, ye mighty, and despair!
Nothing beside remains. Round the decay
Of that colossal wreck, boundless and bare,
The lone and level sands stretch far away.
—Percy Shelley
“Ozymandias” (1818)

R

ising out of the Southwestern deserts of Arizona lies the world’s largest ecological ruin—Biosphere 2.
This 3.14 acre structure houses five natural
biomes under glass, rather like a gigantic
ant farm. Today any tourist with $18 admission price (AAA discount) can traipse
around its ruins and then enjoy a Coke at
the B2 Café. Like the ruins of the Egyptian
king Ozymandias, Biosphere 2 is a useful reminder of the temporary nature of
even our boldest constructs. The origins of
Biosphere 2 are bizarre and firmly embedded in the 1960s. The executive director of
the original Biosphere 2 project was John
Allen, a metallurgist, graduate of Harvard
Business School, who joined a commune
called the Synergia Ranch and took on
the new name “Johnny Dolphin.” Allen
took over the commune and cultivated an
experimental theater troupe, a half-dead
greenhouse, and, most importantly, a future
millionaire named Ed Bass, heir to an oil
fortune. Bass bankrolled a number of projects and funded a new entity called Space
Biospheres Ventures (SBV) and Allen was
given the top post.
In 1984, SBV purchased some land in
the mystically named town of Oracle, Ariz.,
and began building Biosphere 2. From
1986 to 1991 a gigantic glass ark emerged
from the desert. The final structure contained within its glass bubble five natural
biomes including a rainforest, an ocean
with a coral reef, a mangrove wetland, a
savannah grassland, and a fog desert. (Oh
environmental ironies, the biome upon
which it sat, Southwestern desert, was
scorned.) It also contained human quarters
and an intensive agro-ecosystem. It rose
91 feet into the air and its 7,200,000 cubic
feet of glass sat atop a 500-ton stainless
steel foundation, where massive tunnels
and gigantic air conditioners controlled the
sealed climate. But although planted firmly
on Earth (or at least 500 tons of steel), the
vision for Biosphere 2 was always in space.
In 1969, the American public first saw
color images of Earth from space courtesy

of the Apollo 8 mission.
It reinforced that Earth
was indeed a large blue
marble isolated in space.
Spaceship Earth became
a common metaphor, and
the Space Biospheres
Ventures (the name was
a giveaway) was looking
at possibly replicating
Earth (aka Biosphere 1) in
space. Being able to repliThe Biosphere 2 rainforest biome
cate the closed system of
Earth within the glass pyrdrudgery of menial farm labor did not
amids of Biosphere 2 had both the science
help the Biospherians’ temperaments.
fiction and the ecological elements that
The Biospherians were chosen for their
seemed worth the $150 million price tag.
scientific abilities, and spending two years
So, Biosphere 2 was completely
as glorified weeders, pollinators, and bug
sealed off from Biosphere 1, and eight
jumpsuit-clad Biospherians and thousands squashers got on their nerves. The happy
of plants and animals began an experiment and healthy Biospherians who entered the
—to demonstrate the feasibility of a space dome in 1991 came out gaunt and grumpy
colony either in a space station, the moon, in 1993. The interviews they gave shortly
after leaving the dome reminded one less of
or Mars. The Biospherians (four men and
space pioneers than of a bickering family
four women) dressed up in uniforms that
trapped together too long in a camper and
looked uncannily like those in Star Trek
sick of each other’s annoying habits.
and then sealed themselves up for two
The second Biosphere 2 mission was
years in the Biosphere to tend the system
even more of a public relations fiasco. In
and see if they could survive in their
1994, seven Biospherians were locked into
mini-spaceship earth.
the domes. While they were secured away
The first lesson they learned was that
from the outside world, the management
maintaining a balanced ecosystem took all
team of the dome was forcibly removed by
their waking hours. Even with this hard
federal marshals, and members of the first
manual labor, the atmosphere quickly
crew opened the doors, destroying the full
became oversaturated with carbon dioxide
enclosure conditions and effectively ruining
and the engineers had to pump in oxygen
regularly to stop the Biospherians from suf- the experiment. After these public relations
disasters, the Biosphere 2 was firmly
focating—a potentially fatal flaw had they
grounded. Columbia University managed
actually been in space or on the moon. In
the facility as a large-scale ecological
addition to suffering headaches and shortlab from 1996 to 2003, until running a
ness of breath from the lack of oxygen,
long-distance lab with a $1 million annual
the Biospherians also went hungry. Their
electric bill became too much of a burden.
attempt to live off their own produce (with
Since 2007, the University of Arizona
some initial food at the beginning of their
has run Biosphere 2, conducting smallstay) was damaged by insects, weeds, and
scale experiments, eliminating the agroalgal blooms. The inhabitants lost an averecosystem (arguably the most useful and
age of 25 pounds over a six-month period.
relevant biome), and conducting tests on
Extinctions were common, with two-thirds
global climate change—a giant greenhouse
of the 300 insect species introduced in the
being, of course, the ideal lab for testing
dome dying out. This included bees and all
the effects of what used to be called “the
the pollinators, so all the plants had to be
greenhouse effect.” Today the experience
laboriously pollinated by hand. Perversely,
of Biosphere 2 is puny and dispiriting—
pests such as black ants and cockroaches,
as if barbarians were planting potatoes in
saw their numbers explode.
the arena of the Roman Coliseum. The
The lack of air and food, the cockocean biome’s two coral reefs are dead
roaches everywhere, and the endless

PHOTOS SUBMITTED BY AUTHOR

Mark Madison

The Biospherians

and the remaining biomes are pollinated
by cockroaches—one of the few surviving
insect species. The bold attempt to recreate
Earth’s ecosystem in a contained lab space
has been replaced with no experiments
grand enough for the venue. The ostensible
reason for ending the original experiments
was that they were a failure—what with the
crabby Biospherians and petty sabotage.
But in fact, these early experiments taught
us far more lessons than the current facility
will likely ever teach us. Biosphere 2 taught
us that space travel and colonization will
be extremely difficult, and we had best pay
as much attention to human psychology,
entomology, and microbiology as we do
to physics. These early experiments also
reinforced the important idea that the
planetary ecosystems resist management.
With unlimited funds and many scientific
experts, humans were incapable of creating
five mini-landscapes that could function in
harmony for two years. It is a humbling
lesson worth remembering.
By contrast, our natural systems on
Biosphere 1 have been functioning very
well for 4.6 billion years. We are not likely
to find a technical fix to our environmental
problems nor are we likely to be able to
escape Biosphere 1 in the immediate future.
So Biosphere 2—with its tourists, and
cockroaches, and abandoned fields—is a
useful reminder that Biosphere 1 remains
a uniquely constructed abode, the type of
which we are not likely to see again in our
lifetimes and our only current viable habitat
for humanity.
Mark Madison teaches environmental
history and environmental ethics at
Shepherd University.
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Shepherdstown: July 1860
Jim Surkamp

O

n July 24, 1860, census taker
Joseph O. Coyle kept going
down Washington Street in
Shepherdstown as a strong, dry wind
pushed him.
He counted the Cookuses, a butcher
family: John H., 29; Ann, 31; John, 6;
Eliza, 4; Mary Ida, 2; and Michael Cookus,
57, who owned the place. Then, blacksmith
John Snyder; his wife, Josephine; their
three girls and son. Then, plasterer Tom
Fawcett, his place and family of five. Then,
coach trimmer David Conner with his wife,
Josephine, their 20-year-old-son, Newton,
who was a boatman.
At 1 o’clock, the storm unleashed
huge hailstones on the Lewis Washington,
John Moore, Francis Yates, and John Yates
Beall farms southward. “The corn is so
completely riddled that fields which gave
promise of ten barrels to the acre will now
scarcely produce one. In many instances
the gardens are entirely destroyed by hail
stones as large as walnuts literally tearing to pieces any vegetation it comes into
contact,” the Shepherdstown Register
reported.
Coyle passed George Fayman’s hattery
and home (current post office and stream)
that he had counted the day before.
“On Washington below King, near the
run, lived the Faymans, who had on the
opposite or lower side of the street a felt
or wool hat shop,” wrote DeWitt Clinton
Gallaher. “I wore one of their make and
still almost feel its weight on my brow, like
all wool hat factories, the odors therefrom
were simply fierce.”
Mr. Coyle called on 29-year-old blacksmith Conrad “Peg-Leg” Snyder and his
mother, 54-year-old Nancy Snyder—just
east of the Princess Street turn.
Back over his left shoulder on Princess
Street were John Boroff place (police station) and across Princess Street, 39-year-old
John Hoffman’s new coachmaker shop
(Carlos Niederhouser/Liz Wheeler site).
The jovial Boroff got a homesick
poem dedicated to him by the ambassador to Denmark, Henry Bedinger from
Shepherdstown: “To My Good Friend,
Mr. John Boroff, by the Exile,” starting, “I
am walking on a Sandy Shore, hard by a
Sounding Sea / And to save me, John, I cannot tell why I should think of thee / And yet,
throughout this lengthened day, thy friendly
face will come / To fill my soul with memories of happier houses and HOME…”
Coyle hadn’t seen much of his family
and farm in Middleway, since the 17th. But
his farm wasn’t hit by hail. Boroff reported
that he had an enslaved 12-year-old boy who

ran off. Sometimes you send them to run an
errand and they just keep running. The same
thing happened to Coyle back at his farm.
Jefferson County remained shaken by
the John Brown raid in October 1859, the
trial, and the executions that occurred until
the spring of 1860. Those enslaved, sensing
a new world, were fleeing the county by the
hundreds, while census takers in neighboring Clarke or Berkeley Counties reported
almost none. Coyle, as he wrote what he
was told, was the first to know the scope.
Ahead was the November election for
president. Election commissioners were
made official that week in July. Locals
didn’t support Lincoln, but they didn’t support Breckinridge either. They preferred a
pro-Unionist “conciliator,” named John Bell.
John Zittle, living up on German Street,
wrote in the Register: “There are four candidates for president of the United States.
The contest bids fair to be the warmest ever
known in the political annals of our country.
The troubled waters appear so threatening
to engulf us we can invoke the blessings of
providence to direct us through.”
The Fourth of July celebration at Big
Spring near Morgan’s Grove held together
barely. It began “with the Hamtramck
Guards; Capt. V. M. Butler with the spirited
notes of the fife and the inspired music of
the drum….All hands did justice in relieving the table of its ponderous weight of
provisions ‘done up brown’ by our friend
Martin Yontz,” wrote Zittle.
Auctioneer George McGlincey lifted
his glass to: “The Union….May the ship of
state ride safely into port over the troubled
waters.” Then C. W. Yontz counteredtoasted: “To Virginia, so long as she contains the graves of Washington, Jefferson,

and a Madison, she must be faithful to her
glorious title of Old Dominion.”
Coyle went north on Princess, to the
corner. Rain often turned that place on the
street into a pond. Not this day. It had been
high 90s and hot since late June and a rain
didn’t help.
He recorded 51-year-old Margaret
Cookus’s place and three grown children
on the east side; at the southwest corner of
Princess and New Streets, was the tailoring
family, the Camerons, with their storefront
around the corner on German Street.
The free school (still standing on
the southeast corner of Princess and New
Streets) could barely house the terrors of
its teacher: “A northern man by the name
of Alder was the teacher. He never believed
in ‘sparing the rod and spoiling the child,’
but kept a fine lot of long hickory rods in
his desk. He was one of the terrors of my
early boyhood for several months and I still
recall him as a sort of bête-noir or cruel
tyrant, though he never whipped me,” wrote
Gallaher.
A 56-year-old Prudence Conley’s fine
garden along the east side of Princess Street
fronted where she lived with 63-year-old
wheelwright Eli Conley.
Coyle went toward German Street
to count in Daniel Entler’s hotel, Tommy
Hopkins’s furniture shop, Cato Moore’s
home and the Rising Sun tavern—the fours
corners at German and Princess.
The daughter of Henry Bedinger,
Mary, was homesick for Shepherdstown
like her father, but from her grandparents’

palatial home in Flushing, N.Y., she wrote:
“I might be almost justified in saying that
I began to live in the summer of 1860. It is
true that I was then already ten-years-old
and had passed quite an eventful life for so
young a person. But one day in August of
that year, as we sat at dinner in the north
room at Willow Bank, I heard my grandfather say that the Union was about to be
destroyed. There was to be no American
Union in future. His tone was very gloomy.
My grandmother began to cry. My own
mother’s gentle face looked flushed and
distressed and through my childish heart
there shot such a bewildering dismay as I
could never describe. No United States? No
world. No life, no anything. As soon might
the sun’s light be withdrawn. I remember
how I looked around the familiar room for
comfort. The dessert was on the table—big
melons that my grandfather was fond of
raising in such perfection….But that day,
my slice went untasted and in truth I have
never been able to see a watermelon cut at
table without thinking of the extreme pain
of that moment, although, as children will,
I kept my thoughts to myself.”
Jim Surkamp’s website (http://justjefferson.com) has links to other websites,
videos, a Google map pinpointing significant sites, and a book on Jefferson County
history.
PHOTO COURTESY DUKE UNIVERSITY

PHOTO COURTESY DUKE UNIVERSITY

PHOTO COURTESY ROBERT j. DRIVER (C. 1991)
“1ST VIRGINIA CAVALRY,” LYNCHBURG, VA: H.E.
HOWARD, INC. PRINT.

DeWitt Clinton Gallaher
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Mary Bedinger Mitchell, standing with
ribbons in her hair. The others are her mother,
Caroline, and the baby is either her brother,
William, or her sister, Danske.

Henry Bedinger
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PoeT and WriTer danske dandridge
As though looking toward the town’s Semiquincentennial, Shepherdstown musician and
composer Terry Tucker set poetry from Shepherdstown during the 1800s to original music
with her CD, “Lantern in a Poet’s Garden.” The poets are Danske Dandridge and her cousin
Daniel Bedinger Lucas.
Shepherdstown’s most renowned poet, Dandridge lived from 1854 to 1914 and published two books of poems. Caroline “Danske” Bedinger Dandridge was the daughter of
Shepherdstown native Henry Bedinger III, who was U.S. ambassador to Denmark when
Danske—meaning “Little Dane”—was born there. She would eventually live at Rosebrake,
originally Poplar Grove, just south of Shepherdstown.
Dandridge’s first poem was published in 1885 and her first book, Joy and Other Poems,
was published in 1888, followed by Rosebrake in 1890, both published by G.P. Putnam and
Sons. After the death of her college-student son in 1897, Dandridge wrote few poems but
many articles on gardening published in popular magazines. She also published the books
Historic Shepherdstown; George Michael Bedinger: Kentucky Pioneer, and Prisoners of the
American Revolution.
—The Editors

Wings
Shall we know in the Hereafter
All the reasons that are hid?
Does the butterfly remember
What the caterpillar did?
How he waited, toiled, and suffered
To become the chrysalid.
When we creep so slowly upward;
When each day new burden brings;
When we strive so hard so conquer
Vexing sublunary things—
When we wait and toil and suffer,
We are working for our wings.
Sympathy
We talked together, you and I;
It was a queenly night in June;
Low hung the moon in yonder sky,
And on your cheek low glanced the moon.
Your gentle hand was mine to hold:
My ill-fed heart began to speak;
And ever, as the tale was told,
Dear friend, the moon was on your cheek.
Old loss that would not let me rest,
Old grief that slept, but ever lay
A languid load upon my breast,
Awoke, and wept themselves away.
Up climbed the moon; slow waned the night;
And still you bent to hear me speak;
I drank the comfort of the light
In those bright tears upon your cheek.
From off my life the burdens fall:
Still in their grave through tranquil years
They rest, those weary sorrows, all,
That faded in the light of tears.

CD Cover

The Fairy Camp
What did I see in the woods, to-day?
I saw a fairies’ gipsy-camp.
The tents were toadstools, brown and gray,
Among the bracken, soiled and damp.
I called on a cowslip ‘mid the green,
And borrowed a bit of fairy gold,
And then I found the Gipsy-Queen,
And so I had my fortune told.
Ah, yes, she told me a secret true,
That wild-eyed gipsy, brown and red!
But I may not tell it out to you,
For that would break the charm, she said.
And if you seek them by yourself
You will not find that strolling band;
They have pilfered the wild bees’ hoarded pelf,
And flitted away to another land.
The Stream and I
We ramble on, the stream and I,
Still singing, still companionless.
We run to find, beneath the sky,
Some arid spot, some life to bless.
The brook is dreaming of the sea;
But I, fond spirit, dream of thee.
The brook’s bright waters flow and flow;
All lush and green his track appears;
And it is given me to know
Some choral of the chanting spheres.
Our lives are tuneful as the birds,
With rippled song and gentle words.
And if, sometimes, we lurk apart
In secret grot or covert dale,
To bide a space and gather heart,
Anon we’re laughing down the vale.
Though rain or tears our forces swell,
We find the sun and all is well

Danske Dandridge

Folly-Land
In Folly-land what witchery!
What pretty looks, what eyes there be;
What gamesome ways; what dimpled smiles;
What lissome limbs; what frolic wiles;
What easy laughter, fresh and clear;
What pranks to play; what jests to hear!
Old Time forgets to shake his sand;
The days go tripping, hand in hand,
In Folly-land, in Folly-land.
In Folly-land, one idle hour,
The moonlight had a wizard power;
Its eerie glamour turned my brain—:
(I would that I were there again!)
We stood together, ‘neath the sky:
A bird was chirping drowsily:
He smiled, he sighed, he held my hand.
Ah me! Ah well! we understand
’T was Folly-land, ’t was Folly-land.
My sober friend, how worn your looks!
Your heart is in your mouldy books.
Here’s half a cobweb on your brow!
I seldom see you jovial now.
Fling down your volumes and be free
To take a pleasure-trip with me.
Come, “Here’s my heart, and here’s my hand!”
We’ll launch our skiff and seek the strand
Of Folly-land, of Folly-land.

“Lantern in a Poet’s Garden” is available online:
www.terrytucker.net, iTunes, CD Baby; and
locally: Four Season’s Books and Ellsworth’s
Music (Shepherdstown and Charles Town).
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Shepherdstown’s Irish Cemetery
PHOTOS BY jESSIE SCHMITT

Sarah Soltow
In the early 18th
century, another large
migration of ScotsIrish, generally of the
Presbyterian persuasion, emigrated from
Ulster in Northern
Ireland. Many of
those families found
a hardscrabble existence in the mountainous regions of
western Virginia and
Entrance sign to the Roman Church and Burial Ground
largely helped define
the mountaineer culharles McElroy, a native of
ture that has carried forward from that
Ireland, was born in County
time to the present.
Tyrone. He died at age 33 in the
The early 19th century saw more
year 1824 and was buried on a hillside
Irish immigration to America. Irish
on the outskirts of the small town of
Catholics were subjected to great reliMecklenberg, in the colony of Virginia.
gious prejudice by the Protestant masters
Today his bones rest somewhere on that
of the British Isles. In the early 1800s,
soft green hillside, and an apparently
the Irish were never less than a third of
discarded marker provides the essential
all immigrants arriving in America. This
facts of his existence. Another actual
wave of Irish population came into westgravesite, marked with a headstone and
ern Virginia to help build the nation’s
footstone, rests farther up the green hilltransportation network. Large numbers of
side. These two lonely grave markers are
Irish immigrants worked on the National
a reminder that this peaceful, grassy two- Road (Old Rt. 40), to Wheeling, Va.,
acre plot, located on West High Street
which was completed in 1818. They also
adjacent to the West Campus entrance
helped build the Chesapeake & Ohio
of Shepherd University is an old Roman
(C&O) Canal along the Maryland side
Catholic cemetery, more commonly
of the Potomac River, beginning in 1828.
known as the Irish Cemetery.
The PawPaw Tunnel in Morgan County,
Generally speaking, the Irish ethnic
which completed the canal in 1850, was
group in America shares a proud tradition dug by the Irish with picks, shovels, and
and high standing in our culture. St.
bare hands.
Patrick’s Day is celebrated with parades,
The Great Potato Famine of the
green beer and Guinness, and the senti1840s created the next huge wave of Irish
ment, “Kiss me! I’m Irish!” March is
immigration and resulted in a great deal
designated Irish-American Heritage
of anti-Irish sentiment in America. “No
Month, and our presidents provide annual Irish Need Apply” was a common sign in
proclamations to that effect. Many of us,
the destination cities of Boston and New
however, are also familiar with the darker York. Many “native” Americans felt that
side of Irish history, especially as it
the Irish were a servant race. The Knowconjoins with the colonization and indus- Nothing Party of the late 19th century
trialization of America.
was formed by such “native” Americans
In the 17th century, the Irish
who hated the influx of immigration to
Catholic population that emigrated to
these shores, especially the Irish, who
the American colonies did so as political
would work for any available wage.
prisoners, indentured servants, or slaves.
The Irish Cemetery of
The records of the American Ireland
Shepherdstown has a place in this
Education Foundation state, “After
shadowy history of the Irish in America.
their land was confiscated by England,
The two-acre plot of land that constitutes
which drove them from their ancestral
the old Roman cemetery was donated
homes…they were kidnapped, rounded
to St. Agnes Parish by a local family
up and driven like cattle to waiting ships
in the mid-1790s. At one time, the site
and transported to English colonies in
boasted a log cabin chapel where mass
America….They were the victims of
was provided by a missionary priest. A
what many called the immense ‘Irish
few years ago, John Griffith, president of
Slave Trade.’”
the Historic Shepherdstown Commission

C
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and member of St. Agnes’ Knights of
Columbus, was instrumental in clearing
the site and marking its boundaries. This
process took about six weeks and resulted
in a greater awareness of the historical
impact of the old cemetery. In September
2008, St. Agnes’s Knights of Columbus
placed a historical marker along West
High Street that identifies the cemetery
site. To Griffith, it is an important step to
help preserve the church’s local roots for
future generations.
During the construction of the C&O
Canal, cholera outbreaks, due to crowded
and unsanitary conditions, were common
in the work camps. In 1833, a particularly
severe outbreak struck the Irish working
near Shepherdstown and resulted in a
substantial death toll. In an atmosphere
of fear and under the cover of darkness,
the dead were quickly buried in a mass
grave in the Catholic cemetery on the
outskirts of the village. Somewhere on
this lush grassy hillside, the bones of
these Irish canal workers, society’s pariahs
at the time, lay unmarked and largely
forgotten until John Griffith and his crew
of Knights cleared the site and erected
the historical marker. In June 2009,
Bishop Bransfield of the Diocese of
Wheeling-Charleston, along with Father
Matthew Rowgh of St. Agnes Parish,
performed a blessing for the sign that
commemorates the resting place of those
buried here so long ago.
The number and placement of
gravesites on this property will most
likely remain a mystery. In order to ascertain the location of graves, the entire two
acres would have to be excavated in an
extremely methodical fashion. An earthmoving machine would have to remove
exactly one foot of topsoil from a section of the site. At that point, the graves

Burial site

would appear as “dark spots” in the earth.
These dark spots would then have to be
marked quickly with flags, as the light
of day would melt away these shadows
of death. It’s easy to understand why
this process—extensive, destructive, and
expensive—is not likely to occur.
A casual visitor walking along West
High Street may stumble upon the old
Irish cemetery’s historical marker that
provides a remembrance for the unfortunate Irish canal workers who died in
the cholera epidemic of 1833. A short
stroll up the lush hillside will bring the
visitor to Charles McElroy’s headstone,
randomly placed on a pile of rocks.
Somewhere within these grassy two acres,
the bones of the Irish canal workers rest
from their labors. May they continue to
rest in peace.

Detail of tombstone
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Does This Flight Go to Oz?
Claire Stuart

PHOTOS BY CLAIRE STUART

T

wo movies inspired me to take
a ride in a hot air balloon—The
Wizard of Oz and The Bucket
List. The first film planted the seed of a
lifetime dream, and the second made me
realize that I’m not getting any younger!
We’d been to the Balloon Festival
near Winchester a few times, and once
a balloon landed in my mother-in-law’s
field in Berryville. Obviously, there were
balloonists in the area, but the question
was whether any of them took passengers. An Internet search turned up two
close by, and we signed up with Bob
Thomas of Balloons Unlimited, Inc., who
flies from the Winchester/Boyce area.
After a week of torrential rains and
high winds, we were finally rewarded with
a fine spring day. Steve and I met pilot
Bob in a field outside Boyce for a flight
over the Shenandoah Valley. Two other
couples would share the basket. Seven
people could ride quite comfortably.
The first and most important
thing we learned is that balloon pilots
are licensed by the Federal Aviation
Administration. They have to take the
same test as anyone piloting any kind of
aircraft and in addition be certified in the
specific requirements for the category
of lighter-than-air flight. If they want
to take up passengers, they must have a
commercial pilot’s license.
A hot air balloon may be lighter
than air, but it is extremely heavy! It
took three men and a hydraulic lift to get
the basket and balloon off the truck and
onto the ground. The balloon was 85 feet
long and weighed 400 pounds and was
packed in a gigantic “stuff sack.” The
men yanked and tugged to get it out of
the sack and unroll it.
The crew spread the balloon fulllength on the ground and proceeded
to inflate it using two large gasolinepowered fans. The balloon lay on its side
until it was attached to the basket, and
pilot Bob walked around inside the balloon to make some adjustments—a truly
surreal sight!
The balloon was set upright when
the propane burner was lit to heat the air.
The passengers had to scramble quickly
aboard, because once the air is heated,
the balloon takes off. Although I enjoy
looking out of airplane windows, I am
afraid to look down from a high window,
bridge, or cliff. So, my biggest fear was
that I would be afraid! I wasn’t.
The balloon took off so gently that I
couldn’t tell when it had left the ground.
There was no sensation of movement

Claire Stuart and husband Steve after a safe landing

because we were traveling with the wind;
there was just the reality of everything
below growing smaller. It was like a
dream of flying come true. The flight
was utterly silent except when our pilot
fired up the burner to give us lift.
We drifted along at five to six
miles an hour at a height of about 500
to 600 feet, enjoying a glorious view
of the Shenandoah Valley’s mountains
and picturesque farms. It is amazing to
look down on the tops of trees from so
close. It is like being part of a nature
documentary showing the jungle canopy!
Incidentally, the record for the highest
flight by a hot air balloon was made by a
pilot in India who reached nearly 70,000
feet. Of course, he was equipped with
warm clothing and oxygen.
If you have seen a balloon overhead,
you may have wondered whether the passengers can see you wave or hear you
shout “hello!” The answers are yes and
yes! I was amazed at how sound carried.
We could hear dogs barking and children
playing and clearly see the people who
looked up and waved.
We frightened a few herds of grazing deer that bolted into the woods.
A hot air balloon cannot be steered.
It goes where the wind takes it and
will land if the wind stops and the air
is allowed to cool. All the pilot can do
is hit the burner to raise the balloon to
where it will hopefully catch some more
wind. We really appreciated the skill of
our pilot as he did just that. At times, we
were just barely above the treetops, but
we rose again.
On the ground, a chase truck follows
the balloon as best it can so that it can
pick up the balloon when it comes down.
During the flight, the pilot constantly

Standing the balloon up

consults his GPS so that he can tell the
chase truck exactly where he is landing.
As the wind died, it looked as
though we had no place to land. Trees
were all around, rising to meet us! Our
pilot told us to hold on tight, warning
us that we could be tossed around when
we hit the ground. We were not. He
gently set us down in a grassy area of
someone’s country home, neatly between
a creek and a driveway, with trees all
around. Fortunately, the family was
thrilled to have us land there.
The crew in the chase truck arrived
immediately to hold the balloon down.
We were cautioned not to get out
of the basket until the ground crew had
secured us, because the balloon could
rise again when weight was taken off.
It was truly impressive how our
pilot had set us down just feet from the

driveway, where the truck could get close
enough to load up the balloon. The crew
was breaking a sweat as they pushed the
air out of the balloon, rolling and twisting it like one would wring out wash.
Once again, it was a three-man job to
stuff the balloon back in its sack and get
it onto the truck’s lift.
At the conclusion of our flight,
everyone drank some champagne. Then
Steve and I and another couple rode back
in the cab of the truck, while the third
couple chose to ride in the bed of the
truck in the balloon basket, happily
waving to everyone along the road.
I’d do it again in a heartbeat!
Claire Stuart awaits the next balloon
to Oz.

One of the many breathtaking views
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Unique Books for Children’s Literacy
PHOTOS BY STEVE WARNER

Bruce Applegren
ing this story to other parts of their
lives.”
Share Literacy also offered three
training days to Head Start staff led by
Susan Josephs, education director for
Share Literacy. “We know from our
parent and teacher surveys that our
materials are very effective for both
children and families. We spend a great
Liberty Frazier, left, and James Strother look at
Tammy Ripple, a Head Start/Pre-K
deal of effort in evaluating our proillustrations in The Clever Boy and the Terrible,
classroom aide, and student Adaya Holt
Dangerous Animal.
are shown reading The Farmer’s Wife at a grams at every stage. Over 90 percent
Head Start in Martinsburg, W.Va.
of families felt that the books helped,
and over 65 percent of teachers felt the
fter hearing a children’s story
half, more children are at risk of longtraining was exceptional, according to an
about a cowardly lion that chased term life harm from the consequence of
extensive study of feedback forms from
away all of his friends in the
reading difficulties than from parental
both parents and teachers.”
jungle with loud roaring, a four-year old
abuse, accidents, and all other childhood
“One thing I learned from the trainboy tugged on the teacher’s skirt and said
diseases and disorders combined.”
ing is that each time a young child hears
he knew why everyone was running away.
Share Literacy uses Hoopoe Books
“I used to speak only Spanish,” he said,
for Children in its programs. The Hoopoe a story, it is very often an absolutely new
experience for them,” says McGann. “If
“and everyone would run away and no one books are a collection of traditional
a child says, ‘Can you read this to me
would be my friend.”
tales—known as “teaching stories”—
again?’ it’s OK to read it to them multiple
This is one example of children
from Afghanistan, Central Asia, and the
times.” April Dockeney, Head Start teacher
learning empathy—and more—through
Middle East, collected and written for
in Shenandoah Junction, also remembers
stories in unique books that were prochildren. Told and retold for centuries,
one particular parent. “A young mother
vided to Head Start students in the
these multicultural stories have universal
complained to me that every time we got
Eastern Panhandle by Share Literacy.
themes such as overcoming difficulties,
in the car, her child insisted on hearing the
Since 2008, Share Literacy has provided
building self-esteem, and finding peaceCD of the lion story!”
over 2,000 free Hoopoe Books in Home
ful solutions.
One of the ways that these Hoopoe
Literacy Kits to RESA VIII Head Start in
Hillary McCann, a Head Start
books teach critical thinking skills and
Jefferson, Berkeley, and Morgan counties teacher in Jefferson County, said, “When
social- emotional development is through
as well as three daylong training sessions we read those books in the training for
analogies, as illustrated earlier in the
for 50 teachers and administrative staff. A the first time, I wasn’t really sure that I
key element of Share Literacy programs
found them interesting, but the kids loved story about the Spanish-speaking boy.
Children—and adults!—respond to comis to give children books they can keep— them! Then I was able to plan so many
mon life experiences and enrich their
in many cases, the first books the chilactivities around them. When I taught
lives through helpful analogies found in
dren have ever owned. The presence of
from The Lion Who Saw Himself in the
teaching stories. Diane Ansari says, “One
books in the home has been shown to be
Water, for example, I asked questions
teacher took pages from The Lion Who
a key factor in developing literacy skills.
like ‘Was there a time you were afraid of
Head Start is an early learning prosomething?’ Many of the stories allow us Saw Himself in the Water and put them
all over children’s bathroom at school. It
gram that has benefited hundreds of
to work with a child’s social-emotional
was delightful to see all those images. It
thousands of disadvantaged children ages development.”
really was amazing. Pictures of the lion
3 to 5 and has been shown to provide a
“The multicultural content of these
were everywhere and the children were
benefit to society of $17 for every dollar
materials added another dimension for
invested. But more important, Head Start many of our children,” said Diane Ansari,
participants lead more productive, happy, director of Head Start in the Eastern
successful, and healthy lives.
Panhandle. “These stories from Central
Why is this important? As cited on
Asia provided children with exposure to
the well-regarded website, Children of the that part of the world—the clothing looks
Code, “According to the latest National
different, the settings are different. These
Assessment of Adult Literacy report
stories also gave the children a differ(NAAL), over 90 million (4 out of 10)
ent kind of story with a different twist. I
U.S. adults are living lives socially and
think of The Clever Boy and the Terrible
economically disadvantaged due to poor
Dangerous Animal, for example, where
reading skills.…Considering the number
a young boy teaches a village about irraof children and adults affected and the
tional fears. This story presents more of
profoundly negative life-consequences,
a thinking challenge for the children. So
even if we cut the NAAL numbers in
children really do have to think about link-

A

Children listen to storytelling at Head Start.
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immersed in elements of the story. This
was a way of bombarding them from all
different angles.”
RESA VIII teachers and staff did an
outstanding job with all aspects of this
ongoing literacy program. In December
2009, RESA VIII was awarded $2 million in federal grants to expand its current
Head Start program and start several additional programs. It was the only program
in the state of West Virginia to win such an
award in a national competition. With the
funds, RESA added hundreds of students
and hired more than 30 new teachers.
Ms. Ansari said recently in an interview,
“Research has shown that children who
come from lower economic backgrounds
in Head Start programs often have smaller
vocabularies and don’t have as much
experience being read to or reading. One
of the big efforts Head Start makes is to
include as much literacy as possible in our
programs. So the Share Literacy program
really helped us with that literacy component in our evaluation by Head Start, and
we were ranked at a much higher level
than you typically find.”
Share Literacy is a national nonprofit organization that has provided
books to more than 200,000 disadvantaged children across the United States.
A local chapter of Share Literacy has
also provided copies of all 11 Hoopoe
Books for Children to local libraries
in Shepherdstown, Martinsburg, and
Charles Town.
If you would like more information about Share Literacy or Hoopoe
Books for Children, please contact Bruce
Appelgren at baappelgren@comcast.
net or check out these websites: www.
hoopoekids.com; www.shareliteracy.org;
www.childrenofthecode.org.
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Religious Worship and Education Schedules

Asbury Church

Christ Reformed,
United Church of Christ

Christian Science Society
Entler Hotel—German & Princess Streets
Sunday Worship & Sunday School 10 a.m.
Testimony meetings at 3 p.m. 1st & 3rd
Wednesdays in the Reading Room at
203 S. Princess Street;
open Sat.,10 a.m. to 1 p.m.,
Wed., noon to 3 p.m.
All welcome; phone: (304) 876-1332

Religious Society of Friends
(Quakers)

4257 Kearneysville Pike
Rev. Rudolph Monsio Bropleh, Pastor
Telephone: 876-3122
Sunday Worship: 8 a.m. and 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.
Family Fun Nite: Wednesday, 6:45–8:00 p.m.
E-mail: info@4pillarchurch.org
www.4pillarchurch.org

304 East German Street
Br. Ronald C. Grubb, OCC, Minister
Telephone: (304) 876-3354
Bronson Staley, Minister Emeritus
Telephone: (301) 241-3972
Sunday Worship: 11:00 a.m.
www.christreformedshepherdstown.org

New Street United Methodist

St. Agnes Roman Catholic

St. John’s Baptist

St. Peter’s Lutheran

Church & New Streets
Dee-Ann Dixon, Pastor
Telephone: (304) 876-2362
Sunday Worship: 10:00 a.m.
Children’s Sunday School: 10:00 a.m.
Adult Sunday School: 11:15 a.m.
www.newstreetumc.com

South Duke Street
Father Mathew Rowgh
Telephone: (304) 876-6436
Sunday Eucharist: 8:00 a.m. & 10:30 a.m.
Saturday Eucharist: 5:30 p.m.
Sunday School: 9:15 a.m.

West German Street
Rev. Cornell Herbert, Pastor-Elect
Telephone: (304) 876-3856
Sunday Worship: 11:00 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.

King & High Streets
Fred A. Soltow Jr., Pastor
Telephone: (304) 876-6771
Sunday Worship: 11:00 a.m.
Children/Adult Sunday School: 9:45 a.m.
(located in grey house adjacent church)
www.Shepherdstownlutheranparish.org

Shepherdstown Preparative Meeting
Worship in silent expectant waiting
Sundays at 10:30 a.m.
Four Seasons Books (thru the side gate)
Contacts: Neal Peterson (304) 582-0852
or Marie Tyler-McGraw (304) 876-3540
http://shepherdstown.bym-rsf.net/about-2-2/

Shepherdstown Presbyterian

Trinity Episcopal

St. James’ Lutheran Church, Uvilla

100 W. Washington Street
Randall W. Tremba, Pastor
Telephone: (304) 876-6466
Sunday Worship: 8:15 a.m. & 10:45 a.m.
Sunday School: 10:45 a.m.
Nursery year-round
www.spcworks.org

Corner of Church & German Streets
The Rev. G. T. Schramm, Rector
The Rev. Frank Coe, Priest Associate
The Rev. Susan McDonald, Priest Associate
Telephone: (304) 876-6990
Sunday Worship: 8:00 a.m. & 10:00 a.m.
Sunday School: 10:00 a.m.
www.trinityshepherdstown.org

Rt. 230 Uvilla
Fred A. Soltow Jr., Pastor
Telephone: (304) 876-6771
Sunday Worship 9:00 a.m.
Children’s Sunday School 1st Sunday of month
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Community Bible School, July 18–22: Heroes Part II
Open program each day at St. Agnes Chapel, then to New St. United Methodist and Trinity Episcopal.
Friday night closing celebration at Asbury United Methodist!
Collection of food items for Jefferson County food pantry and money for Haiti.
Ages 3 through middle school. Children must be potty trained.
To register or to volunteer to help, please contact New Street United Methodist Church:
(304) 876-2362 or nsumc@frontier.com

Stories
Heroes are ordinary people who do extraordinary things! (1 Samuel 16:4–13) • Heroes take action! (Matthew 14:22–32)
Heroes step out on faith! Exodus 14:10–22 • Heroes save the day! (Mark 2:1–12) • Heroes Face their Fears! (Acts 9:10–19)

Donors
Byliners
Mary Sue Catlett
Denis & Nancy Doss
L Hardy Mason
Jean Neely
Brian Palank, DDS
Lisa & Paul Welch

Patrons
Martin Baach
Nancy Hooff & James Campbell
George & Bonnie Casely
John Demory
Joan & Erdem Ergin
Diane Gates
Mr. & Mrs. E.C. Hammann
Lily Hill
Ruth DeWindt Hoxton
Jack & Mary Elinor Huyett
Wanda Keebler
Wiloughby & Ellen Lemen
Rev. Jim & Nancy Macdonell
Thomas & Laura Martin
George & Paat McKee
Drs. Jean & Frank Porter
Avery & Margaret Post
Philip Salladay
Ray Vanderhook, DDS
Henry Willard, II
Jack & Martha Young

Partners
William & Roxanna Andersen
Barbara & George Baker
Stephen Baluch
Deborah Brodhag & Thomas Banks
Mary Bell
Nedra Hartzel & Allen Blair
Patricia Donohoe & David Borchard
Thomas & Judith Bradshaw
Marc & Judith Briod
Marian Buckner
John & Helen Burns
Snowdon Byron
Elizabeth Carlson
R. Dabney Chapman
Frank & Wilma Coe
Robert & Kelly Collins
Ann & Michael Cross

Mary Ellen & Richard Cunningham
Thomas & Sandra D’Onofrio
Donald & Marit Davis
Dave & Kathleen Didden
Martha Doss
William & Sarah Drennen
Edward Edelen, Jr.
Robert & Antoinette Edsall
Betty Egan
Jean Ehman
Jean Elliott
Michael & Barbara Elliott
Martha Entler
Eleanor Finn
Richard & Susan Fletcher
Rev. James & Dorothy Fox
John Foxen
Herbert Freeman
Gordon & Lucy Gay
Rosemary Geist
William & Barbara Gillespie
Edmund & Susan Goldsborough
John Gordon
Connie Lucas Halliwell
Marianne Howard & Rufus Hedrick
Barbara Heinz
Claison & Patricia Henkes
James & Norleen Hoadley
James & Mary Holland
Robert & Beverly Hughes
Perry & Stephanie Jamieson
William & Elizabeth Jones
Michele Jones
James Keel, DVM
Joan Keith
Cynthia & Robert Keller
Ronald & Judy Kepple
Viola Kieldsing
Richard & Kathy Klein
Mr. & Mrs. James Leathers
Richard & Audrey Ledane
John & Judith Lilga
Michael Lippe
Chris Mark
Floyd & Mildred Miller
Frank & Althea Miller
Dabney & Alta Miller
Genevieve Monroe
Helen Moore
Wendy & Stanley Mopsik
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Arthur & Wilma Morabito
Dr. Raymond Moreland
Saundra Moreland
Mary Ann W. Morgan
Russell & Rhea Moyer
Tim & Esther Murphy
Betty Myers
James Newcomb
Gary Nisewarner
Margot Ours
Carroll & Ruth Palmer
Vina Vaughan Parmesano
P. Douglas & Cheri Perks
Judith & Clarence Pharr
James & Rebecca Prather
Christopher & Susan Reichel
Robert & Linda Reynolds
Millie Riley
Robert & Martha Rizzo
Gwendolyn Robinson
Sherman & Elinor Ross
Charles & Marilyn Sabatos
Capt. John Schley
Carole & Dave Scott
Elias Shilling
Lynn & Dolores Shirley
Thomas & Lenore Sloate
Sara Smith
Dr. Frank & Betty Snyder
Harold Snyder
Fred & Sarah Soltow
Vergie Spiker
Jim & Mary Staley
Bronson & Mary Helen Staley
Clifton Stubblefield
Roy & Shelley Stull
Elizbeth & Alan Sturm
Susan Swanda
Robert & Gloria Thatcher
Marie Tyler-McGraw
Charles & Ione VanMetre
Richard & Joyce Welsh
Bill & Jo Wilcox
Johnna Armstrong & Paul Woods
Chess & Lynn Yellott

Friends
Sheila Bach
Doris Carter & Thierno Bah
William & Mary Baker

Odetta Brown
Elizabeth Bufithis
George & Margaret Cashin
Paul & Shirley Chiriaco
Richard Conard
Rosemarie Coy
James Davis
Margaret Didden
Bernice Dove
Miriam Ellis
Sharon & Richard Fedorchak
Holly & Ron Jablonski
Norman Julian
Ronald & Charlotte Lafferty
Laurin & Phyllis LeTart
Daniel & Teresa Mason
George & Evelyn Mason
Elizabeth Freedland McGowen
Ellen & Charles Moore
Jeanne Mozier
Shirley Myers
Barbara & Richard Nickell
Janet Olcott
Addie M. Ours
Burt & Cari Simon
Renny & Grant Smith
Charles & Susan Smith
Alice Sowada
Joseph & Shirley Talago
Virginia Donovan & Charles Ware
Judy Weese
Ronald Wilcox
Nan Wilson
Eldon Winston
Eileen Dooley & Denis Woods
Alice Zahniser

Key
* Byliners ($150–$300 gifts)
* Patrons ($100–$125 gifts)
* Partners ($25–$75 gifts)
* Friends ($5-–$20 gifts)

Let us know if your donation
has not been acknowledged:
(304) 876-6466.
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K. STEPHEN MORRIS
President & CEO

Member FDIC • Equal Housing Lender

Direct 304/876-9025
Cell 304/876-9807
Fax 304/876-0671
smorris@jeffersonsecuritybank.com
P.O. Box 35
Shepherdstown, WV 25443

Schmitt Construction Company
James A. Schmitt
(304) 876-2462

SHEPHERDSTOWN • CHARLES TOWN • MARTINSBURG • SOUTH BERKELEY • SHARPSBURG

P.O. Box 428
Shepherdstown, WV 25443

Things have you
feeling Boxed In?
MINI you-store-it RENTAL SPACE

Various size units available from
5’ x 5’ to 10’ x 25’

P.O. Box 3153 • Shepherdstown, WV 25443 • (304) 876-3136
Off Route 45 one mile west of Shepherdstown

Blue Ridge
Community &
Counseling Services

couples
families
gender issues
cyber issues
depression
confidential
insurance friendly
welcoming atmosphere

Michael & Deborah Luksa
Proprietors
129 West German Street
Shepherdstown, WV 25443
304.876.8777

runch
Sunday B
Open for

Mailing Address:

Old Town Center
Suite 9
Shepherdstown, WV 25443

ATTORNEY AT LAW

121 E. German Street
P.O. Box 1273
Shepherdstown

ShepherdStown
pedal & paddle
Sales • Service • Rentals • Skateboard & Accessories

(304) 876-3000
(877) 884-BIKE
www.thepedalpaddle.com
115 German Street
Shepherdstown, WV

P.O. Box 209
Shepherdstown, WV 25443
(304) 876-6729

DAVID A. CAMILLETTI
DAVID A.AT
CAMILLETTI
ATTORNEY
LAW

Top 100 Retailer of
American Craft

WV 25443

Randolph R. MacDonald, Ed.D.
Licensed Psychologist
Board Certified, Clinical Hypnotherapy

304-263-0345

304-876-0657

Holistic Psychology Associates
Children • Adolescents • Adults • Couples • Families

Debbie Dickinson
Meredith Wait

This Space Available!
Call (304) 876-6466

103 W. LIBERTY STREET
304-725-0937
CHARLES
TOWN,
WV 25414
FAX 304-725-0937
304-725-1039
103 W. LIBERTY
STREET
CHARLES TOWN, WV 25414
FAX 304-725-1039
DCAMILLETTI@FRONTIER.COM
DCAMILLETTI@FRONTIER.COM

Counseling & Depth
Psychotherapy
Individuals

Couples

Adults

Children

Cathryn Polonchak
L.I.C.S.W.

Harpers Ferry & Shepherdstown, WV

304-876-3022

Dr. David V. Miljour
Chiropractic Physician

MADDEX PROFESSIONAL CENTER
Route 45 West
Shepherdstown, WV 25443
(304) 876-2230

Thank you for being our guests
For future reservations please call
304-876-2551
www.bavarianinnwv.com

304-876-6907

205 E. Washington Street • RFD#2, Box 833
(Rt. 230 E. and Railroad Crossing)
Shepherdstown, WV 25443

Jim & Kara Day
Owners

“We can fix anything but a broken heart!”
527 N. Mildred Street, Ste 1
Ranson, WV 25438

304-725-2656
304-725-1710

coolgreenautocare@yahoo.com
8668 Shepherdstown Pike, Shepherdstown, WV 25443
Automotive AC Service and Repair
General Diagnostics & Repair
20 Years Experience, ASE Master Technician

Michael Bean • 304-579-8920
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